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Low-end 
Theory
Whether it’s a bass fiddle, a bass guitar or a pair 
of double basses employed by an adventurous 
drummer-bandleader, this batch of new releases 
spotlights the low end in differing, intriguing and 
geographically broad ways. 

Lorin Cohen, Home (Origin Records 82693; 
50:56 ) Double bassist Cohen plays regu-
larly with pianist Monty Alexander and vibraphon-
ists Joe Locke and Stefon Harris, and those gigs are 
reflected on Home, the bassist’s debut album. By 
bringing aboard steel pan player and U.S. Virgin 
Islands native Victor Provost, Cohen, a Chicago na-
tive, revisits the reggae and Caribbean sounds he 
heard as a child while vacationing in South Florida 
with his family.

Cohen presents his deep, mahogany tone ear-
ly into the opening cut, “Crossings,” which features 
some seemingly telepathic locked-in exchanges 
between him and Locke. “Always In My Heart” 
begins with native Parisian Yvonnick Prene’s plain-
tive harmonica, as accompanied by pianist Ryan 
Cohan, before Provost’s flowing steel pan lines are 
introduced.       

The mix-and-match instrumentation, with 
percussionist Samuel Torres adding to the rhythm 
section, makes for a varied listening experi-
ence—“The Sweetest Soul (For My Father)” even 
features Cohan’s keyboard playing and program-
ming. The melodically uplifting “A Brighter Day” 
concludes this all-originals program that allows for 
the session leader to highlight his players, includ-
ing kinetic drummer Donald Edwards.
Ordering info: originarts.com

Jens Fossum, Bass Detector (Ozella Music 
57 CD; 44:31 ) Bass Detector is another 
album that consists solely of originals and is also 
joyous in nature. Hailing from Norway, Fossum 
plays enough other instruments to impress fellow 
bassist Marcus Miller. On Bass Detector, his instru-
mental repertoire includes electric bass, double 
bass, piccolo bass and piccolino mini-bass, as well 
as Roland MIDI bass. He also plays everything from 
Chinese instruments pipa and erhu to keyboard, 
drums and percussion.

Bass Detector is no one-man-band affair, 
though Fossum certainly covers a lot of ground 
instrumentally. His brother, Håvard Fossum, plays 
alto, tenor, baritone, clarinet or flute on all tracks, 
and other keyboardists, drummers and horn play-
ers contribute throughout.  

“Walter Freeman’s Pick Of Choice” is a high-en-
ergy electric jazz voyage with an impressively fre-
netic bass line and cool synthesizer solo. “Zanzibar” 
could be a second cousin of Sonny Rollins’ “St. 
Thomas,” while “The Days Of Wine, Guns and Ros-
es” means business with its dual-drummer-driven 
shuffling beat and three-horn attack. The retro 
“Route 69” showcases Fossum’s bass playing in a 
mischievous, straightahead setting.   
Ordering info: ozellamusic.com

Billy Mintz, The 2 Bass Band … Live (Thir-

teenth Note 008; 63:37 !) Drummer 
Billy Mintz has been leading different incarnations 
of his unusual 2 Bass Band for nearly 25 years. He 
launched the concept in Los Angeles before re-
turning to New York in 2001 and assembling a new 
group of players for his atypical large ensemble. 

Without chordal instruments, this incarnation 
of the tentet features two trumpeters, two trom-
bonists, tenor, alto and baritone saxophonists 
(who all double on soprano), Mintz on drums and 
percussion, and the titular pair of double bassists 
Masa Kamaguchi and Cameron Brown. This live 
effort, captured at Ibeam in Brooklyn in one night, 
is the group’s first recording. 

Clocking in at nearly 11 minutes, “Ghost Sanc-
tuary” is one of the centerpieces of the concert. A 
hypnotic bass line and Mintz’s tom work set the 
scene for serene horns. It’s at once tense and calm-
ing. The charming “Flight” features a dual walking 
bass line and spot-on arrangements. Mintz shifts 
to percussion on “Darkland” before transitioning to 
the drum kit (and closing number “Relent”) via a 
gently exploding solo.     
Ordering info: thirteenthnoterecords.com

Filip Augustson, Viva Black (Found You 
Recordings 030; 51:41 !) Though this 
is double bassist Auguston’s recording, Viva Black 
is a trio date that features violinist Eva Lindal and 
drummer Christopher Cantillo. Active on the Swed-
ish jazz scene, Augustson first played with Lindal 
on a Stockholm bandstand in 2012. They enjoyed 
improvising together, and Augustson was inspired 
to assemble a lean, chordless trio with Cantillo, 
with whom he had played before.

Augustson composed six of the pieces; the 
other four were group improvisations. In press 
materials, he says that Tomasz Stanko was his 
inspiration when writing the opening track, “Des-
peradon!” With Lindal’s yearning legato playing 
and Cantillo’s explorative drumming, it evokes the 
trumpeter’s mysterious tone. 

“The Butterfly Left The Flower (For Kenny 
Wheeler)” finds Lindal exploiting her instrument’s 
lesser-explored hues with pizzicato fervor. The ab-
stract composition contrasts directly to the more 
traditional “Stuff By Stuff” that immediately fol-
lows.

Closing out Viva Black, “Triss I Trä” spotlights 
each of the three instrumentalists individually be-
fore bringing the trio together in a collective sonic 
investigation that encapsulates the open-minded 
nature of the three musical comrades.  DB 
Ordering info: foundyourecordings.net
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Lorin Cohen

David Torn 
Only Sky 
ECM 2433

!
Point of entry is not an issue with the open-ended, 
all-embracing Only Sky, David Torn’s !rst ECM 
release since 2007. It sweeps you up, pulls you in, 
assaults you and provokes you. It engages you even 
at its most fearful. 

Only Sky li"s you up so high you may never 
want to touch down; you just want to stay along 
for the ride as the album dwindles to nothing and 
swells back to crescendo, its style devolving from 
Western to Eastern, raga to rock.

Its nine tracks span the Americana of “Spoke 
With Folks,” the widescreen title track and the 
shrieking sci-! of “Was A Cave, #ere …,” a long, 
orchestral journey that conjures a string section 
gone lunatic. #e opening of “A Goddamned 
Speci!c Unbalance” combines classical harmo-
nies, Eastern melodies and the blues. It ultimate-
ly turns into the last, run through a white noise 
wringer. #e unexpected is the norm here, and 
this music will never be background.

Elasticity is a watchword for guitar shaman 
Torn. Each tune has its own character, but there 
are commonalities: fearlessness, disdain for the 
linear and the interplay of electronic and acous-
tic (this is an album of doctored guitar indeed). At 
times, it evokes Pink Floyd—Torn’s sensibility is 
kin to that of Floyd guitarist David Gilmour—and 
his sonics are routinely psychedelic.

One reason the sound of Only Sky is so unusu-
al is that when Torn and engineer Daniel Goodwin 
recorded it at the Experimental Media and 
Performing Arts Center at Rensselaer Polytechnic 
Institute in Troy, New York, they ampli!ed the 
guitar and looping devices separately. #at’s the 
sort of touch that gives this album its unique 
depth and texture; the last is far more important 
to it than melody.

While it’s de!antly a solo album—Torn, who 
occasionally goes by the nickname “splattercell,” 
shreds as hard and deep as any rock guitar hero—
Only Sky isn’t narcissistic. Self-absorbed, perhaps, 
in the sense that the obsessive dreamer Torn deliv-
ered impossibly complex tracks to edit into his lat-
est journey. But more important, it’s absorbing. 

 —Carlo Wol!
Only Sky: At Least There Was Nothing; Spoke With Folks; Ok, 
Shorty; Was A Cave, There …; Reaching Barely, Sparely Fraught; 
I Could Almost See The Room; Only Sky; So Much What; A God-
damned Specific Unbalance. (74:38)
Personnel: David Torn, guitar, electric oud.
Ordering info: ecmrecords.com


